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C 2 .1.
THEORETICAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF THE MAXIMUM

SCATTERING CROSS-SECTION OF PASSIVE LINEAR ARRAYS
J. Appel-Hansen and L. Solymar
Laboratory of Electromagnetic Theory
Technical University of Denmark
DK-2800, Lyngby, Denmark

Theory
A linear array of n elements connected to a network of impedance matrix Zm is
shown in Fig. 1. A plane wave incident from a direction 9, is scattered by the
array in a direction %2 where ej and -& will be referred to as incident and
scattering angles respectively. The amount of scattering between these two arbitrary directions is characterized by the relative scattering cross-section Air
(the scattering cross-section divided by the scattering cross-section of a single
short-circuited element) which has recently been derived in the form [I]

Asr =Rn,Iuofi Yf(

i)j,

(1)

Where R, is the self-resistance of the individual elements and the self-reactance
is assumed to be zero,

f(Qj=[expjkd,cost9 expjkd±cos%.

where d4, d1,... dn are the distances
of the elements from an arbitrary chosen
zero., k = 2T/A , and A is the wavelength.
The admittance matrix Y connects the currents flowing in the elements with the
induced voltages. It can be expressed
with the aid of the mutual impedance matrix of the antenna Z and the impedance
matrix of the network, Zm as follows

expjAdncosOJ,
dn

(2)
INCIDENT

d3

If we aim at maximum scattering it seems
Linear array
Fig I.
logical to avoid dissipation and choose
L
reactive elements so that Zmn = JXm *
Assuming that the geometry of the array
), 9L), Ri, and Z:% are
and the incident and scattering angles are given, f(-efixed and the only variable at our disposal is the matrix Xm or more correctly
all its elements (since X
is a symmetric matrix there are only n(n + 1)/2 independent elements for a 2n-port network). Unfortunately, there appears to be
no general method with which the optimum values of (Xm)ik and the resulting
A.r(6-e s'e)max could be determined. The only analytical result we managed to
Th-e authors wish to thank Ole Nielsen for making the computer calculations.
Thanks are also due to P. Laugesen, K. Leschley and Fl. Hansen who performed most
of the measurement work.
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prove for n elements is for the case of specular scattering (QO =1 - -&9; then
the maximum relative scattering cross-section is obtained when all the mutual reactances are tuned out giving the value
(44)
Asr(i,r-&i)moxsr = Ct~ ~ ~miax (a1)
where Gmax Q&,) is the maximum gain the array can produce in the direction -&,.
For two, three and four-element arrays we have used computer maximisation to
s, )mXa* Two examples are shown in Figs. 2 and 3 for the case when the
arrays consist of two half-wave dipoles at distances d =0-7\ and d =025iA . The
variables are 9, , and -G-L and contour curves of As. (E ,% )enax = const. are plotted
diagonals, it is
(since the curves are symmetrical to the 2- =-&, and -Gj =-1
sufficient to plot one-quarter of the complete diagram). It may be seen that for
d = OQA the maximum occurs in the broadside direction (it = it = 900) whereas
for d =025&A the direction of maximum scattering is in the forward direction
(C-, = 1800, & = 00).

get A., (Qe&

For n = 2 and for

back-scattering (&,

=

COA =v

-e-) an analytical form may be found

whichever is the larger and v =(kcl/2)cosf-,.

(Xm ),I

(7,,, ) = - (R,R1+,Ra,)tQn

v

(7,, ),,

or

Jn4V

(5)

The corresponding reactances are

(Xm )22=(R,

COt V)
a12)
a

(6)

respectively, with the mutual reactances tuned out. It should be noted, however,
that there are usually several networks capable to realise the maximum scattering
cross-section. It is possible, for example, to obtain the maximum scattering
cross-section for the broadside case with a network consisting of a transmission
line of variable length connecting the two elements (Fig. 4a). For maximum backscattering from a direction -el # 900, the more general network of Fig. 4b must be
used.
Experiments
The measurements were carried out at 3.3 GHz in the Radio Anechoic Chamber of
The Technical University of Denmark using the so-called overriding technique described in Reference [21. A typical experimental set-up for determining the backscattering from two dipoles in the endfire case (-e=&-=) is shown in Fig. 5. As
may be seen the network takes the form of Fig. 4b capable to realise a general,
loss-free, four-terminal network. In some of the experiments we used this general
network although the majority of measured results was obtained with the stubtuner

omitted.

In all experiments we could show the presence of disturbing reflections from
the support and from the rather bulky network. The reflections from the network
were reduced by arranging the network so as to give a minimum contribution to the
measured back-scattering cross-section. In the particular example shown in Fig. 5
the linestretchers and the stubtuner were screened by absorbers.
In the broadside case (, = 42 = 900) the transmission lines were plaeed normal
to the electric field vector of the incident wave. Moreover, in this case the
linestretchers and the stubtuner were placed parallel to the direction of incidence.

The back-scattering cross-section for two elements in the broadside direction
was measured for the inter-element spacings d =0493 and d 0 71 A as- a function
of the length of the interconnecting transmission line (Fig. 4a). The measured
results are compared with the theoretical ones in Figs. 6 and 7. For d =0'71A
the maximum value of the back-scattering cross-section was further investigated
by using the network of Fig. 4b. By varying the parameters of this general netAuthorized licensed use limited to: Danmarks Tekniske Informationscenter. Downloaded on June 30,2010 at 12:07:09 UTC from IEEE Xplore. Restrictions apply.
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Connecting network
work the back-scattering cross-section
was optimised. The value of this maximum was about 1 dB lower than the value 10.4 dB/Pt obtained in Fig. 7 by
using the simple network.
The results obtained for two dipoles
in the endfire case (d =O02S.A ) are
shown in Fig. 8. In contrast to the
broadside case the experimental values
are now consistently below the theoretical ones.
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General set-up for endfire case
For an array consisting of three
exelements we tried only the simple
periments in which all three dipoles
were terminated in short-circuited transmission lines. For a distance of o.8A
between the elements the maximum occurred in the immediate vicinity of line
lenghts giving a short-circuit at the terminals of the dipoles. The experimentally found value of the back-scattering cross-section was 13 3 dR/A' against
the theoretical value of 13.1 dB/At
It may be seen from Figs. 6 - 8 that the experimental and theoretical curves
vary in the same manner. The discrepancies are mainly due to scattering from
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Broadside, d = 0.49X

the supporting structure and the connecting
circuit but in addition there is, of course,
a difference between the ideal half-wave
array assumed in the theory and the one realised in practice. Finally we have to note
that general measurement errors and inaccuracies in determining a reference level by
means of reference spheres give one more
possibility of explaining the discrepancies
between theory and experiment.
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